Investing in a Decorative Stamped Driveways
Ads Value to Your Home
Decorative stamped driveways can be an important improvement to a
home’s street appeal. Asphalt pavement is the ideal choice for a driveway
substrate – Except of course it is not very attractive. The introduction over
twenty years ago of StreetPrint – Genuine Stamped Asphalt was a gamechanger.
Homeowners have been using traditional materials for their decorative
driveway surfaces like paving stones and bricks forever. In more recent
times stamped concrete has been used with some frequency. The problem
with decorative driveways, aside from exorbitant cost has been the
maintenance liability they impose on homeowners. This is particularly true in
Canada where the wrath of winter weather imposes itself. Frost heave and
settlement, hydraulic issues from constant rain pose driveway maintenance
challenges for homeowners. You know the deal, uneven settlement of
pavers, cracked and pitted concrete and invasive weed growth make what
was once supposed to be attractive driveway both unsightly and potentially
unsafe.
Years after the advent of stamped concrete a couple
of folks in Kelowna, BC clued into the notion that it
might be possible to stamp asphalt also. The result
was StreetPrint – Genuine Stamped Asphalt; taking
a wire-net template, stamping it into the asphalt and
then applying a specialized asphalt coating system to
the surface and voila! All the benefits of an asphalt
substrate and now attractive too!
StreetPrint– Genuine Stamped Asphalt is the ideal choice for decorative
stamped driveways. It produces realistic brick, slate, stone and other design
effects on an asphalt base. It combines the flexibility and strength of asphalt
with leading-edge coating technologies. This results in a cost-effective,
durable driveway surface with low maintenance requirements. From unique
heating equipment to specialized coatings that are designed to work
together, Stamped Asphalt is the superior surfacing solution. It gives you
unlimited creative freedom in your decorative driveway design. You can
accomplish more with less. The cost advantages over alternatives like brick
or stone can be significant.

